
A Series of Stories of Love, by a Husband 

 

Searching for subjects, I began writing the stories of my wife and each of her lovers, as I imagine 

them, having all dissipated before I was truly “on the scene.”  Still they are here.  Current as 

histories are.  Not mine (of course), or only when I want it to be. 

 

The stories go like this:  with exotic names and muscular bodies; wealth and infectious intellects; 

and of course style…whatever things I lack I desire…they all possess in spades.  Like 

spontaneity.  Torture and foreknowledge = learning from the past.  I’m no gardener. 

By which I mean to say I lack certain skills possessed by each lover, each “other” – from youth 

to culture and their quality of independence coupled to vocation (so I tell it).  Spontaneity (I feel 

like I’ve written that before, being a creature of habit and repetition, of comfort, of fear). 

 

The stories play out like this in my head and I’m hoping to inscribe them here – thus trapping 

them outside, cutting off munitions and supply – exorcising them like literature, something 

benign and contained.  Easily misplaced, forgotten or overlooked.  A measure of control and 

indifference – not the “these are flesh of her flesh, she has ridden their bones” instead a 

collection by Grimm or some sacred treasury – a set of frights and fairy tales to engage as horrid 

dreams and improbable possibilities.  Child’s play.   

 

Which bothers me.  For if I’ve learned anything from writing, it’s the profligacy of error.  The 

obsessive-compulsive drive to adjust, rearrange, endlessly edit and correct.  And never end.  

Stuck in a locking swirl, just so, very like unto a toilet – to revise and submit, revise and submit, 

then regret.  The opening of doors.  An idea expressed becomes thing, and a thing is let loose in 

the world (the real one). 

 

The stories are like this – embodiments of emotions and fears in an effort to be real, meaning 

actual, which is usually banal, like she says, but not enshrined.  Words work as predictive 

preservers.  Untamed and so tangled.  I’m unable to let them go.  Thus they spawn compendiums 

– thousands upon thousands of hallucinatory nights (in shining armors) – perpetrating my bride, 

but not against her will, which sets in motion.  Multiplying false realities, now true  (being 

actual).  Histories – open to view, corroborations or denials, like the facts. 

 

So I keep on writing these stories, like this, with the yearn to expunge, to transform doubt into 

trust by its emptying.  But keep finding it full, to the brim, and still filling.  In the absence of 

reliable witnesses, (they all being human and involved in the tales – inherently duplicitous), like 



words.  Serving double purposes, like bridges made for both coming and going, and never 

knowing which. 

 

Life is like this, which is why I write these stories, in this way, feebly uncertain and wildly 

provoked.  If it didn’t go down like I say, how was it really, then?  Oh I see!  So the stories keep 

changing, suited to their purposes!  Revision, submit; revision, submit; then regrets. 

 

If more persons knew, would the truths wriggle out like perspectives?  My idea in writing these 

tales – make something concrete to chisel and sculpt.  Together, perhaps.  As a team, like this, 

retelling the stories according to need - like lying - so we’ll never be sure.  And then I’m also 

causing effects.  This is what happens in writing these stories, the truth, with all of its possible 

endings. 

 

I digress.  The stories are like that – my wife and her loves – digressions, diversions and facts.  

I’ll get to their bottoms and be done with them all!  (I hope, if they don’t get to her bottom first!).  

My stories of anger and loving, my stories of panic and lack.   


